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All of Maggie's focus and free time is spent swimming. She's not only striving to earn scholarships -

she's training to qualify for the Olympics. It helps that her best friend, Levi, is also on the team and

that he cheers her on, but he's already earned his Olympic tryout, so sometimes his presence

creates more pressure. If that wasn't stressful enough, life becomes even more complicated once

Maggie goes on a college visit. There, she realizes how much of the typical high school experience

she's missed out on by being in the pool. Not one to shy away from a challenge, Maggie decides to

try to squeeze the most out of her senior year while still training. First up? Making out with a guy.

Maggie figures that Levi could be the perfect candidate - after all, they already spend a lot of time

together. But as Maggie starts to discover her own feelings for Levi, she must decide how much

she's willing to sacrifice in the water to win at love.
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There's just something about Miranda Kenneally's books. They are easy to read and they grab your

attention and refuse to let go. Once you start, you NEED to finish. I read most of the Hundred Oaks

books in one sitting. I would finish one and jump right into the next one. These books can 100% be

read as standalones but specially for this one, the epilogue will matter so much more if you've read

Catching Jordan. I love the way these stories uniquely interconnect. They're not the story of all the

best friends in a friend group and I loved finding the connections to prior books.I absolutely fell in

love with Maggie and Levi. I loved their friendship and the growth of that friendship into more. I also



could not get over the fact that Levi is just always reading. You cannot go wrong with a swimming/

Harry Potter reading main character. Maggie and Levi are precious and I loved them.They also had

an incredible support system in their family, their coach, their friends and that's always nice to see. I

love to see YA where adults actually exist and support the characters.

Sweetly engaging, heartwarming, emotionally charged friends to more romance that kept me

reading late into the early morning. This journey took me back to my own high school years trying to

figure out balancing friendship and budding love.Maggie is so sweet and real super easy to relate

to. Levi is her best friend and emotional rock, so sweet and funny just adored him. Both super

intense focused athletes and extremely talented swimmers with bright futures. Their struggle to

balance home, swimming, friends, family and an attempt at a social life is beautifully written.

Looking forward to more from this author.

I like the series. But I have the same criticism of each book...I wish teen sex wasn't written about as

so ordinary and expected as the normal behavior of our youth. Anticipation is more rewarding than

the actual act when reading about it. Due to sex being portrayed as "expected teen behavior ", I

can't recommend it to teen readers. Some references to previous books' characters. I wish there

were some male POV chapters in here too. Overall good book, but meant for adult readers.

I have ready every one of Miranda Kenneally books and have loved them all!!! It's hard to put them

down! Keep up the great work Miranda!!

Oh my loves this book! Perfect ending too! Sad to see this is the end of the series too! 5 stars a

must read!

Very good, read all of her books.

Keneally tends to hit or miss with her Hundred Oaks books, and this one leans heavily toward miss,

unfortunately. While it has its entertaining moments, the main character has no personality (her only

traits are "determined" and "horny"), and her drive to "hook up" had poor motivation (especially

when you compare her to, say, Parker from Stealing Parker, one of the books in the series that was

actually a "hit"). A lot of dialogue was unnatural, and the scenes where a coach/teacher gives

Maggie tips on how to get a boyfriend? Completely across the line. I get this is fiction, and I get that



the coach is the main character from the Jordan book that started it all, but if I ever found out a

teacher was talking to a student about what she needed to do to get a boyfriend, I would be

livid.Basically the thing that drives this book is the sexual escapades. So if you're also a horny

teenager, you'll probably love it. If you're not . . . you'll probably notice the lack of effort put into the

protagonist and her story line, too.

This is a perfect addition to the Hundred Oaks books, has the feel of Catching Jordan, I couldn't put

it down!
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